The Ultimate Montebello

 ultimate gaming, ultimate performance, ultimate mobility

M570TU Montebello

Ultimate gaming and application performance in a notebook you can carry on the move? That'll be the M570TU Montebello. With the Intel® Core™ 2 Quad processor and the power of the NVIDIA® 9800M GTX 1GB (DX10) graphics card this revolutionary gaming notebook is the latest and best technology money can buy.

Up to 3.06 GHz Intel® Core™ 2 Quad or Extreme FSB-1066 Mobile Processor with up to 12MB of L2 cache.

Up to 8GB of high-performance DDR3-1333 memory.

Up to 500 GB SATA-300 high performance 7,200rpm hard drive; optional SATA-300 SDD are available.

Upgradable VGA technology.

Integrated Biometric Security Device.

eSata, HDMI and DVI ports.
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